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A security solution that supports
collaborative businesses

DATA SECURITY FOR THE MODERN
COLLABORATIVE ENTERPRISE
When it comes to technology that enhances collaboration, everything is a double-edged sword. Anything that makes it easier for
employees to access and share sensitive data can also present an opportunity for that data to be compromised — either through
inadvertent, non-malicious or careless sharing actions by the employee or by an opportunistic malicious actor. As an organization, this
may present a challenge for you. On one hand, you want to offer your employees the tools and technology that drive collaboration and
efficiency. On the other hand, those tools often come with increased security risks caused by employees themselves. The ability to easily
share, transport and store data on a variety of devices and platforms makes it more challenging to monitor and protect the data, opening
the door to compromise or theft.
Different teams within your organization interact with different types of data. This can generate unique data security challenges for
your organization. One thing that is universally true for every organization is that data loss is bad, but draconian security that impedes
productivity is often worse as it can disrupt collaboration, innovation and efficiency. That’s why effective data security programs and tools
are a game changer. They can change your job and your organization for the better.
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The Rising Tide of Insider Threat
The primary focus for information security teams is to protect their organization’s data and networks from being accessed inappropriately.
Most security teams have a myriad of tools and processes in place that are focused on protecting the organization from external threats
and attacks — we agree this is essential. However, the other reality is that the risks posed by a malicious insider or by a well-intentioned
employee can cause even greater damage to organizations.
According to research that Code42 recently published, half of the data breaches that companies admitted to experiencing in the
previous 18 months were caused by employees. The rising tide of insider threats is being driven by several factors.
■

 uthorized access to company information: Part of the reason why insider threats represent such a significant risk is that employees
A
have authorized access to sensitive company data and systems. Many organizations have hundreds or thousands of employees,
contractors and trusted third parties accessing their systems each day with regular user access privileges. Of course, there also are
employees with elevated permissions — like system administrators — who have access to regulated or otherwise highly sensitive
data. These access levels, either standard user access or elevated access, increase the opportunity and likelihood that organizations
will suffer data loss through the actions of a malicious or non-malicious insider.

■

 he drive for efficiency and collaboration: Organizations are increasingly adopting more and more cloud-based tools and products,
T
as well as leveraging third parties, all with a goal of driving efficiency and collaboration that will enhance capabilities and help deliver
on tactical and strategic goals. This has also caused a significant shift in terms of data behavior — where it travels, where it is stored,
who can access it and for what purpose.

■

 ata ethics and ownership: Many organizations are dealing with the challenge of data ethics and data ownership. Most
D
employees today feel entitled to personal ownership over their work. In fact, according to Code42’s 2019 Data Exposure Report,
72% of information security leaders believe “It’s not just corporate data, it’s my work – and my ideas.” The challenge for IT and
security leaders is striking a balance between empowering employees to get their jobs done and protecting data and their
organization from risk.

■

 se of unsanctioned collaboration apps: Even with the increased adoption of collaboration tools, employees frequently circumvent
U
data security policies and use unsanctioned tools (think open source and freeware) to get their jobs done. A Code42 study found that
32% of those surveyed feel authorized tools are too restrictive; 31% think they’re too slow; and 35% claim they don’t have enough
features. The net result is that nearly 40% of employees surveyed leverage unauthorized apps on a daily basis to get their jobs done.
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■

 ise in job turnover: Workforce turnover is also a significant factor when it comes to the risk of insider threat. According to the
R
US Bureau of Labor Statistics, job turnover in the United States is at an all-time high. People are changing jobs more frequently as a
way to advance their career, increase their earning potential or relocate geographically. WIth this turnover rate, individuals are less
likely to be loyal to their employers.

■

 eparting employees: Another major risk to data security is departing employees. Whether it’s intentional theft of sensitive files or the
D
employee genuinely believes the files belong to them, 63% of employees admit to taking corporate data when they leave a company.
Almost six out of ten departing employees move to a job in the same industry, which means that your organization’s sensitive data
could easily end up being used by a direct competitor. And that could cause some serious damage.

■

New hires: New employees can also pose a risk to organizations. When new employees join a company, many bring proprietary data
or intellectual property with them from their previous employer. They could transfer in source code, schematics, customer lists or other
important plans. This activity could expose the new organization to lawsuits and result in financial and reputational damage. New
employees can also pose a non-malicious data exposure risk as they acclimate to new tools and technology that may be different
from those they have used in the past. Or, they may have applications and tools they used in previous roles that they really enjoyed,
and start to use those even though they may not be sanctioned.
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“

Half of the data breaches that companies admitted
to experiencing in the previous 18 months were
caused by employees.
-- 2019 Code42 Data Exposure Report

72% of information security leaders believe ‘It’s not just
corporate data, it’s my work – and my ideas.’
-- 2019 Code42 Data Exposure Report

Nearly 40% of employees surveyed leverage unauthorized
apps on a daily basis to get their jobs done.
-- 2020 Code42 Data Exposure Report

”
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Conventional Data Security Methods
Are No Longer Enough
To help combat insider threats, most organizations have data security policies or
some form of data loss prevention (DLP) tool in place. Despite all of the focus on
data security, there were still nearly 165 million records of sensitive personally
identifiable information exposed through 1,473 data breaches in 2019, according
to the Data Breach Report from ITRC.
Unfortunately, DLP solutions create as many issues as they solve. DLP solutions
require intensive policy management and maintenance, and are difficult and
time consuming to roll out. Most solutions rely on properly tagging or classifying
data assets, which puts the burden on employees to understand and accurately
apply data classifications. And when they want to circumvent the tool and bypass
policies, employees can intentionally misclassify data. DLP tools that rely on
blocking or restricting access get in the way of legitimate business activity and
drag down employee productivity. With mounting complaints from users and
impossibly complex policy management requirements, many security teams get
fed up and flip traditional DLP solutions into monitor mode, leaving data at risk
and their investment in DLP wasted.
When data is exposed or compromised, the impact to an organization is
considerable. Aside from the direct cost of responding to the breach or
exposure, the value of the company’s intellectual property may be diluted, there
can be financial and reputational impacts and customer confidence may decline.
All of these consequences can have a lasting effect. At an average cost of $242
per compromised record, according to a survey from the Ponemon Institute, the
average cost of a data breach in the United States is over $8 million.
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A Better Way to Address Data Protection
Part of the problem with conventional data prevention tools is that the very concept of “prevention” is unattainable. You simply can’t
write enough policies to block data from moving off network. It’s not that blocking doesn’t have a place in the security stack; it’s just
that it’s no longer enough. The workforce is too mobile. Data is too portable. And data vulnerabilities and risks at the hands of insiders
are growing exponentially.
At Code42, we believe data security should be defined not by what you can prevent, but by how fast you can detect and respond to data
security incidents — and that starts with having comprehensive visibility to the data in your environment. The first step in implementing
effective data security is understanding where your data is, who has access to it, and where it moves.
Our product monitors all data activity traveling to and from computers, clouds, email and web browsers to deliver a high-fidelity signal
that distinguishes between everyday collaboration and the events that actually put your company data at risk. Once the real threats are
detected, purpose-built workflows help you quickly investigate and respond in a matter of minutes.
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CODE42 INCYDR
BENEFITS EVERY
BUSINESS TEAM
The Incydr product offers benefits for
all of the business support teams within
an organization.
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IT & Security
Challenge: IT and security teams are tasked with providing and managing the tools and infrastructure
necessary for employees to get their jobs done, while also securing data. These teams face the
challenge of making sure the correct security tools are in place without impeding collaboration or
productivity. IT and security professionals also need to coordinate with department leaders to ensure
their security tools don’t have a negative impact on day-to-day business processes.
Solution: Incydr provides IT and security teams the tools they need to secure data without relying on
cumbersome classification systems or policies that block. Our product also enables IT and security to
quickly detect, investigate and respond to data security threats.

Legal
Challenge: Legal teams often struggle to effectively investigate suspected insider threat activities
that result in data or intellectual property theft. It is a significant challenge to gather enough sufficient
evidence to take legal action.
Solution: Incydr offers legal teams complete visibility to where and how data is accessed and stored.
Most importantly, it gives them the capability to look back 90 days to examine suspicious activity. It
also saves a copy of all exfiltrated files, so they can easily identify exactly what data has been taken.
This streamlines and accelerates the forensic investigation process and provides an audit trail and
indisputable evidence that can be used for litigation or prosecution.
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Human Resources
Challenge: Human resources manages a lot of sensitive personally identifiable information about
employees as well as candidates considered for hire. Human resources is also responsible for
onboarding and offboarding employees, which includes preventing intellectual property theft among
departing and incoming employees. Many employees take sensitive company data with them when
they leave — and incoming employees often bring similar data from their previous employer. Either way,
the use of proprietary data exposes the company to risk of data theft or litigation, and ultimately financial
or reputational damage.
Solution: Incydr provides human resources with visibility to any abnormal data activity from new
hires and departing employees. Incydr also examines the data that users store or exfiltrate so human
resources can be alerted about theft or unethical use of company data. The product can simplify the
process of managing and cleaning up access to sensitive data as employees switch roles within
the organization.

Finance
Challenge: Proprietary data and intellectual property are the foundation of a company’s value.
The theft or loss of intellectual property can be very damaging, and often delays or derails mergers
and acquisitions.
Solution: Incydr gives finance the tools to collect, protect and secure data in a target company’s
environment. The product also provides the visibility necessary to protect intellectual property
while preserving the value of the target company before, during, and after the deal closes.
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THE INCYDR
DIFFERENTIATOR
The Insider Risk is real, and organizations need an effective way to protect
against it. Whether the actions of an employee are intentional or inadvertent,
the result is that sensitive company data is exposed to risk or leaves the
organization every day. Increased use of cloud based tools, applications
and technology platforms make the environment more complex and create
security blind spots that can leave company data vulnerable.
Incydr provides your organization with an effective data security platform
that is industry agnostic and enables customers to embrace online sharing
and collaboration. This will optimize productivity of your employees without
having to sacrifice data security. Our Insider Risk product isn’t just an
investment for security; it offers value across all business support teams. We
guarantee it will change your job, as well as your organization, for the better.
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